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Abstract
One of the remaining obstacles to the widespread application of industrial
robots is their inability t o deal with parts: t h a t are not precisciy po~itioned.In
the case of manual asscm'nly, componentq are often presented in bins. Current
automated systems, on the olher hand, require separate feeders which present the
parts with carefully controlled position and attitude. Here we show how results
in rnachicc vision provide techn:ques for automatically directing a mechanical
manipulator to pick one object at a time out of a pile. The attitude of the object to
be picked up is determined using a histogram of the orientations of visible surface
patches. Surface orientation, in turn, is determined using photometric stereo applied
to multiple images. These images are taken with the same camera but differing
l~ghting.The resulting needle map, giving the orientations of surface patches, is
used to create an orientation histograni which is a discrete approximation to the
est,ended Gaussian image. This can be rmtched against a synthetic orientation
histogram obtsined from protoypica1 models of the objects to be n~anipulated.Such
models may be obtained from computer aided design (CAI)) databases. The method
thus requires t h a t the shape of the objects be described, b u t it is not restricted to
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Abstract
widespread application of indastrial
One of the rernaining obstacier- t o
robots is their inability to deal with parts t h a t are not precisely positioned. In
the case of manual assembly, coniponents are o f k n presented in bins. Current
automated systems, on the other hand, require separate feeders which present
the parts with carefully controlled posit,ion and attitude. Some of the methods
developed recently in machine vision allow one to automat,ically direct a mechanical
manipulator to pick one object at a time out of a pile. The attitude of the object t o
be pickcd up is determined using a histogram of the orientations of visible surface
patches. Surface orientation, in turn, is determined using multiple images. These
images are taken with the same camera b u t differing lighting. The resulting needle
diagram, giving the orientations of surface patches, is used to create an orientation
histogram which is characteristic for a particular object. This can be matched
against an orientation histogram computed from a geomet,ric mode1 of the object t o
be manipulated. Such models may be obtained from computer aided design (CAD)
databases. The method hhus requires t h a t the shape of the objects be known, b u t it
is riot restricted t o objects with particular shapes. Similarly, t h e way in which the
surface of the object reflects iight must be known, but the method is not restricted
to materials with particular reflecting properties.

1. Introduction
We have developed a system t h a t will determine the position and attitude of
a part in a pile of parts, using a few images taken by an electronic camera. T h e
results can be used t o direct a mechanical arm to pick u p the part. T h e system
uses stored models of the objects and can identify which of several different parts is
seen. T h e method is not restricted to cylindrical parts or even solids of revolution.
Extended light sources can be used in essentially arbitrary positions and the objects
need not be ones having very special reflective properties. The system adapts t o
these variables by means of a calibration step involving an object of known shape.
Another, different, calibration process is used to determine the transformation
between the coordinate system tied t o the manipulator and t h a t of the camera.
The type of sensing system described here wiii extend the range of application of
today's industrial robots.

hlechanical ~nanipulatossare being used more arld more for spot welding,
mncliirie loading, painting, deburring, seam w l d i n g and sealing. They have,
however, not been utilized extensively for many other application, like assembly.
One of the reasons is t h a t today's industrial robot t,ypically just plays back a
fixed sequence of motions taught by an operator. The blind robot cannot deal
with uncertainty in the positions of the parts. Feeding mechanisms and fixtures
are needed to present the parts in precisely the place in which the industrial robot
expects t o find them.

2, The Problem
Some means of sensing the position and a.ttitude of the objects is desirable.
This information may be obtained using a syst.em which forms an irnage of t,he
objects. Electronic cameras provide a ready means of feeding a digitized image into
a computrr. T h c irnage plane, inside t,he camera, is covered by sensing elements
arranged in a regular pattern . The area corresponding tro a sensing element is called
a picture cell. The quant.ized measurement of brightness in one of these elemental
areas is called a grey le~vel.The grey levels taken together form an array of numbers,
which is the discrete approxima.tion of the continuous image. Image brightness, by
the way, is hard to nicasure accarateiy, so grey levels are usually quantized to only
6.1, 128 or perhaps 256 levels.

T h e probleni, of course, IS not how to dig~tlzet h c Image, or hox t o store it,
but u h a t t o do 1 ~ 1 t the
h information oncc i t has been read Into the computer. How
can onc recogn17e an object and d e t e r m ~ n eits attitude in space using the array of
grey ievels produced by the camera?
h4eans for solving such problems, in special cases, were dcvcloped in research
labor,zt,ories 10 to 15 years ago. These methods, t o be described next, work well
when the environment is controlled in a suitable way. In particular, there are
situations in which it is possible to distinguish those points in the image which
correspond t o the object of interest, from those which do not. Such a segmentation,
into object and "background," is usually based on differences in brightness. The
result is called a binary image, since a t each point it is either one (object present)
or zero (object absent).

3. Binary Image Processing (*)
A few properties of the binary image, such as the area of t h e object region
and its perimeter, are calculated r'eadily. There may be more t h a n one connected
region in the binary image and some of these regions may have one or more holes
In them. it makes sense then t,o calculate the Euler number, the difference between
the number of objects and the number of' holes. The Fulcr number of t h e capital
Ictt,er "R,"for exanlple, 1s rninus onc, while ~t 1s tvw for the lower case letter "i."
Measures such as area, perimeter arid I h l c r number ran be computed rapidly, in

Figure 1. A binary image can be obtained by lhrcshoidlng brightness values.
F ~ c c u r eceiis, arranged on a reguiar raster, are ass1g:ied onc of the two posrlble
values, 0 or 1 , depcndmg on whether the br~ghtnessis above or below some threshold
value. The example shovin is of rather low rcso!ut~on.In practice one m ~ g h twork
with perhaps 256 rows and 256 columns. 131nary images are easy to digitize, store,
transmit and process, but are l ~ m l t e din t h e u usefulness.

parallel, and can be used t o distinguish amongst a small number of different objects
t h a t may appear in the image.
Secondly, the position and rotation of the objects can be readily calculated
using the first and second moments of the regions. T h e position of the object is
considered t o be given by the location of the center of area, while the rotation
of the object in the image plane is defined by the axis of least inertia. If there is
more than one region of ones in the images, the above mentioned calculations can
be applied t o each region separately. Naturally, the individual regions have t o be
labeled first. Methods for doing this in one pass over the image have been invented
too.
Finally, it is possible t o "grow" a binary image region, t h a t is, add t o it picture
cells within a specified dist,ance from its margin. Similarly it can be "shrunk" by
growing the background. Such iterative modific;ltion techniques h a r e proved useful
in inspectlon, in recognizing charactcrs and in thc automatic d~gitizationof line
drawings.

The t h e e classes of methods mentioned above are easily implemented In high
speed hardware of relatively modest cost. Liai-ious clever techniques are used, such
as run length coding and one dimensional projections of the image taken in a
number of directions. Severai vcndors offer devices based on this approach. Binary
image processing systems suffer from limitations however, resulting in part from
the fact t h a t all the information in a binary image is in the silhouette:

1. There must be strong contrast between the object of interest and its background
(Otherwise it is hard to separate the object from the background using a simple
threshold on the grey levels).
2. There should be only one object in the field of view, or, if there are several,
they may not overlap or touch.
3. The object may only rotate in a plane paralle! to the image plane (Otherwise
the silhouette of the object changes in a complicated fashion).

As a result of these limitations many applications cannot be handled direct,ly using
binary image processing methods.

4. The Bin of Parts
In manual assembly, it is common to find components arranged in trays or bins
surrounding the work station. All three conditions for the successful application of
binary ima.ge proressin~pare vin1;it.d in t h i s c a w A n oh~rinl1.qso!l.ltinn is t . ~ \~ n i d
jumbling the parts together in the first place, keeping them carefully orient,ed right
from the time they are made. There is a trend to do this now, partiy because of
the shortcomings of present-day automation techniques. Parts may be organized on
carriers or at,tached t.o pallets, so t h a t they can be mechanically positioned without
the need for sensing.
There are costs associated with this solution. T h e carriers and pallets must
be designed and manufactured, often to tight tolerances. Pallets also t,ypically are
heavy, take u p a lot of space, and may have to be redesigned when the p a r t is
modified. Often the design of the part itself must be altered to allow automatic
feeding. In any case, there are still plenty of situations where limited production
volume has not presented the incentive to depart from the more traditional, manual
methods.

A number of ahtempts have been made to find mechanical solut,ions t o this
problem. In many cases, for example, it is possible to throw the parts into a
vibratory bowl with carefully designed selectors, and have them emerge oriented a t
a feeder station. Screws and objects with cylindrical geometry are subject t o this
approach. Not all parts can be handled this way, however. Large or heavy parts,
as well as parts with complex shapes, do not succumb t o this methodology.
A t k m p t s to equip robot arms with electromagnets or vacuum suction cups
have met only with limited success. It is hard to be certain t h a t such a device picks
up exactly one object, and it is still necessary to reorient the object after it is

picked up. John Birk a t the Vriiversity of Rhode Island, developed a system using
rnachirie vision rnethods to pick up ground cylindrical parts. Grinding produces
circumferential striations in metal, which catch the light in such a way t h a t a
bright highlight appears along the length of the object, when it is illuminated by
a point source. Thresholding of image brightness values allows one to locate these
lines in the image. ,4 robot arm can then be directed to pick up a part with its
gripper aligned perpendicular t o the direction of the highlight,. A slanted mechanical
chut,e can be used to complete the re-orientation of the part once it is picked up.
This approach, however, is limit,ed t o objects wit,h particular shapes and surface
properties.

5. Machine Vision
There has been considerable progress in machine vision since the time t h a t
the first binary image processing systems were demonstrated. The overall task of
a machine vision system is the generation of a symbolic description of the three
dimensional world which gave rise t o the image. The form of the description will
depend on t h e application. In our case it can be concise: the iderit,ity, position and
attitude in space of the objects. In other cases it may need to be more elaborate.
In some sense, machine vision represents an inversion problem. When an image
of a surface is formed, information about t h e distance to t h a t surface is lost. T h e
image is a two dimensio~iaireprese~itationof a three dimensional world. There are a
about a dozen depth cues which permit one to recover the missing third dimension
from the image. If asked, most of us would think of stereo first as a method for
recovering the distances to objects. We can see in depth partly because we have
t,wo eyes and so obtain images obtained from two slightly different viewpoints.
This is a very effective dept'h cue, as long as there are contrasting features on
the surface t h a t can be matched. Also, for accuracy, the distance of the objects
should not be too large compared to the separation between the two image forming
systems. We know t h a t this method works well, given the right circumstances, since
almost all topographic maps are made by (manual) interpretation of pairs of aerial
photographs.
A t this time, there are a number of systems which automatically match points
in one image to corresponding points in the other. Existing systems are however
complex, expensive, slow and typically able to deal only with certain restricted
types of images. Application t o robotics may still be some time away.

6. Shape from Shading (*)
Another important depth cue is shading, the variation in apparent brightness
with surface orientation. When we look a t the picture of somebody's face in a
newspaper! we cannot use stereo as a cue, yet we get a clear impression of the
shape of the features. Enough in any case to help us recognize the person. T h e
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region of the picture corresponding t o the face is not uniform in brightness, even
though skin has essentially the same optical properties everywhere. Different parts
of the face appear t o have different brightness because they are oriented differently
with respect to the light sources and the camera. We use this cue all the time
in interpreting images, particularly those of smoothly curved objects. I t has been
possible to analyze this effect and develop automated methods based on the solution
of a non-linear first-order partial differential equation. T h s so-called shape from
shading method is however too complex and too slow t o form the basis of a useful
industrial robot sensing system.
In practical applications of machine vision, we do not necessarily have t o emulate
the admirable capabilities of biological vision systems. \Ye can exploit special
properties of the materials or arrange the lighting t o si~nplifythe interpretation of

Figure 3. The orientation of a surface patch can bc represented by a point on
a m i r , sphere. One siinplj. finds the place on the sphere which has the same surface
orientation. 12 norrxai t o !,he surface patxh will t1c parallel to a normal of the sphere
at, t h a t point,. The point on the sphere car] be identified using two parameters, like
l;ltit,utle and longit.ude. A sphere used in this fashion is called a Gaussian sphere.
The mapping of points on the surface of an object onto a unit sphere is called the
Gauss mapping.
.
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7 . Surface Orientation
Surface orientation has two degrees of freedom. T h a t is, it takes exactly two
numbers t o specify it fully. This can be seen as follows: Consider a plane surface.
Now imagine a line perpendicular t o this surface. To specify the orientation of the
plane, we need only give the direction of this line, also called a normal t o the
surface. Now construct a line parallel t o the normal, passing through the center of
a unit sphere. T h e direction of this line is fully specified if we are told where it
intersects the sphere. So, t o each orientation of a planar surface corresponds a point
on the unit sphere. We see t h a t surface orientation has two degrees of freedom,
since points on the sphere can be identified using two quantities, longitude and
latitude, say.

A unit sphere used as a means of specifying surface orientation is called a
Gaussian sphere. If we are dealing with a curved surface, instead of a planar one,
then surface orientation varies from point to point. We may consider the orientation
a t a particular point on the surface t o be t h a t of' a plane tangent to the surface a t
t h a t point.
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Figure 4. A surface patch viewed from a direction t h a t is not perpendicular
to the surface appears foreshortened. The apparent area is its true area times the
cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the direct~ontowards the viewer.
A surface patch will intercept an amount, of light proportional to ~ t apparent
s
area
as seen from the llght source. In the case of an 1dea1 Larnbertian reflector, all of
thls light is re-emitted. So the brightness 1s proportional to the c o m e of the angle
between the surface normal and the direction towards the Ilght source.

8. Photometric Stereo
How can we determine the orientation of a patch of the surface of an object?
IVe use a method here which depends only or1 local information and makes no
assumptions about the overall shape of the objcct. Consider, a t first, t h a t we deal
with objects which are Lambertian reflectors. An Ideal Lambertian surface satisfies
two conditions which fully determine is reflective properties:
1. All incident Ilght is retfected, none is absorbed.

2. The surface appears equally bright from all viewing directions.
The amount of light which a surface patch captures depends on its apparent area
as seen from the light source. A surface viewed from a direction other than along
its surface normal appears foreshortened. T h e apparent area is the true surface
area multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the viewing direction and the
surface normal. Thus the amount of light failing on the surface is proportional to
this quantity. We note, from the first condition stated above, t h a t t h e brightness
of an ideal Lambertian surface must be proportional t o the cosine of the angle,
usually called t h e incident angle. So we obtain the familiar cosine law of reflection
for diffuse surfaces.
From the second condition, we note t h a t the brightness of such a surface does
n c t depend on the angle between the surface normal and the direction towards the
viewer, usually called the ernittance angle (This is need not be the case for surface
materials which are not ideal Lambertian reflectors).
Imagine a planar patch of the ideal material illuminated b y a single distant
point source. Suppose the orientation of the patch is to be determined. T h e
brightness of t h e surface will be proportional to the cosine of the angle between
the surface normal and the incident rays. So we get a constraint on the possible
surface orientations if we measure this brightness. But a single measurement is not
sufScient t o determine the orientation uniquely, because many lines make the same

Figure 5. A single measurement of brightness constrains the surface normal to
lie a t a fixed angle from the direction towards the light source. The locus of all
&XctiZi; ~ & t i ~ f : <t:ii5
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source. The int,ersection of t'his cone with the surface of t,he unit sphere is a small
circle. T h e orientation of the surface patch must correspond t o one of the points on
this small circle. It is clear, however, t h a t a single measurement does not provide
enough information to uniquely determine the actual surface orientation. A second
measurement, using a different light source, produces additional constraint. The
surface orientation must correspond t o one of the points where the two small circles
intersect.
1
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angle with the direction of the incident rays. T h e locus of all these lines is a cone,
with axis pointing towards the point source. The normal of the surface must lie on
this cone. We note t h a t in terms of the Gaussian sphere, the possible orientations
lie on a small circle, which is the intersection of the cone and the sphere. The point
a t the center of this circle corresponds t o the orientation of a surface patch which
lies perpendicular to the incident light rays.
If we now repeat the experiment with a second distant point source, we get a
second constraint on possible surface orientations. T h e orientation has t o lie on a
second, different, small circle. Again, we find t h a t the size of the circle depends on
the observed brightness and the center of this circle corresponds to the direction of
the second light source. T h e actuai surface orientation must satisfy both constraints
and thus lies a t the intersection of these circles.
This all makes eminent sense if we remember t h a t surface orientation has two

i h n Picking

Figure 6. 'Three mrasurernents of surface brightness can be obtaincd using
chrcr ilgilr sources. For each of he three Image measurements, a dtlierent llght
source 1s turned on. Equivalently, three colored lights and a color camera can be
used. In the case of a grey Lambertian surface, each measurement provides the
product of the albedo and the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and
the direction towards one of the light sources. The surface oricrltation and the
albedo can be recovered easlly from the three measurements. In practice, of course,
one does not usually encounter surfaces with simple reflecting properties. It is also
better to use extended sources instead of point sources in order to extend the range
of measurement. Under these circumstances a closed form solution is no longer
feasible.

degrees of freedom. We expect it would take two measurements t o provide enough
constraint to pin these down. A final difficulty is t h a t the two circles typically
intersect in two points instead of just one. Thus there is a remaining ambiguity in
the determinat,ion of the surface orientation. We could use a third point source as
a probe t o obtain a third brightness measurement. This solves the problem, b u t
constitutes overkill, since all we really need is one b i t of information more.

If we are going to make a third measurement, we maj7 as well use it t o determine
another parameter of interest. To iilustrate this idea, consider a "grey" Lambertian
surface. This is a surface which absorbs some of the incident light, re-emitting only
a fraction, which we will call the albedo. In other respects it behaves just like the
ideal Lambertian surface.
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In this case, brightness is the product of the albedo and the cosine of the incident
angle. Each of the three brightness nleasurements provides us with one equation.
IYe have three unknowns, the albedo and the two paramet.ers of orientation. T h e
problem can be recast in the form of three linear equations in three unknowns. It
is well known t h a t such a system of equations has a unique solution, provided t h a t
the equations are l i n e a r l y i n d e p e n d e n t . T h e system of equations is dependent if,
and only if, the three light sources and the object lie in a plane. In this case, one
of the three measurements is just a linear combination of the other two.
Here we have exploited the redundancy provided by a third measurement t o
derive information about surface properties, such as albedo. If we happen t o know
t h a t the surface has uniform albedo, we can instead use the extra information as a
check.
Note t h a t the brightness of a surface patch depends on its orientation, not its
position (Provided t h a t the light sources and the viewer are far away). A smoothly
curved surface can be thought of as divided into many small patches, each of
which is approximately planar. The three measurements are made for each patch.
Conveniently, these measurements can be made for all surface patches at once
by taking three images. A different light source is powered up for each image.
Alternatively, one can use three colored light sources and extract the three images
from the signals produced by a color camera, This is faster, but requires a more
expensive camera. Also note t h a t this last approach will not work if the surface
consists of patches of different colors.
What we have just described is a simple example of the photometric stereo
rnethod. Note t h a t we cannot expect t o determine the surface orientation with high
precision, since the individual grey levels are noisy. In practice we may be able t o
determine the direction of the surface normals t o within about 5" or 10'. This is
not a serious problem, however, since estimation of the aLtitude of an object is
based on information about m a n y surface normals.

9. Generalizations (*)
Note t h a t there is a problem when t h e surface is inclined so far t h a t i t is
not visible from one of t h e light sources. Basically, one measurement is missing
when a surface is self-shadowed, and so the method only works for the range of
orientations which correspond t o surface patches visible form all three sources. This
range can be made large by moving the light sources close together. I t should be
obvious though t h a t accuracy is compromised this way. In the extreme case, for
example, when the light sources have all been moved t o the same place, all three
nieasurements are the same. There is thus a trade-off between accuracy and range.
The problem can be ameliorated by using extended sources instead of point
sources. Extended light sources have other desirable features. Many surfaces, for
example, in addition to a diffuse component of reflection, have a glossy reflection
component. When illuminated by a point source, disturbing highlights appear,

which are smcared out virtual Images of the source. In the extreme case of a
perfectly specular surface one cannot use a point source at all, since it creates only
an isolatcd virtual image. These disturbing highlights can be spread out by means
of an extended source.
Real surfaces generally do not behave like ideal Lambertian reflectors. In
practice then the photometric stereo method has to be able to deal with extended
light sources and arbitrary surface reflectance properties. The above departures
from our ideal model make it unreasonable now to look for a closed form solution
to the three equations for brighhess corresponding to the three lighting conditions.

10. Calibration Object
I t is much more convenient to use a numerical solution, based on a lookup
table. The idea is to employ a calibration object of known shape, as for example,
a sphere. Images of the sphere are taken under the same lighting conditions t o be
used later in finding the position and attitude of the objects. In the case of the
sphere, the surface normals are particularly easy to calculate: At a particular point
on the sphere, the narmal is parallel t o the radius. The position and size of the disc
which is t h e image of the sphcre is easily determined from the brightness pattern
in the image. It is then possible to calculate which point on the sphere each picture
cell corresponds t o and what thc normal is there. The grey levels a t this picture cell
in t,hc t.hree i m a . ~ e sa r e t . h r n d ~ t . ~ r r n i n r T? h i ~~ y ~ r i m ~
t hn
u st p. r ~ v j d ~11sc la?ith 2
mapping from surface orientation to brightness triples (or color).
W h a t we need, however, is just the inverse: A mapping from brightness triples
to surface orientation. The experimental d a t a can be numerically "inverted" and a
three dimensional lookup table developed which allows one to efficientJy determine
surface orientation. To use the table, the three brightness measurements from a
point in the image of an unknown object, are quantized. T h a t is, each one is
allocated to an interval corresponding to an incremental range in the table. The
three numbers obtained are used as indices into the array. The entry located in this
fashion contains the sought after surface orientation. T h e lookup table need not be
especially large, in practice, 16 by 16 by 16 may be quite adequate, for example.
Note t h a t the calculation of surface orientation is always very fast, involving
nothing more t h a n looking up the result in a table. This is quite independent
of how complicated the surface reflectance properties are, and how strange the
arrangement of light sources.
Large parts of the lookup table are blank, corresponding t o "impossible"
combinations of brightness measurements. This follows from the fact t h a t surface
orientation has only two degrees of freedom, and the table has three dimensions.
If we find the brightness triples for all possible orientations, we only explore
a two dimensional surface in the tlirec dimensional space of possible brightness
triples. We could fill the table completely by introducing another parameter,
like albctlo as s u g p s t e d above. Alternatively, we may exploit the redundancy

Figure 7. Images taken of the calibration object provide the transformation
from surface orientation to brightness triples. For each picture cell, brightness
is measured in three irnages taken under three different lighting conditions. The
surface orientation a t a patch corresponding to a particular picture cell can be
computed from the known shape of the calibration object. The lookup table
employed by the photometric stereo method is built by inverting the relationship
between orientation and brightness: This three dimensional table is addressed using
quantized values of brightness and contains the corresponding surface orientation.

provided by three images in another way. The blank areas of the table can help us
detect shadowing and mutual illumination, since these effects produce "impossible"
brightness combinations.

11. Segmentation
One of the hardest problems in machine vision is the segmentation of an image
into regions corresponding t o different objects. Only when this is done can one
apply the techniques used t,o recognize an object and to determine its attitude in

Figure 8. The lookup table can be dissected into layers, and each layer displayed
in the form of a needle diagram. T h e short, lines i n r i i c a t ~s i ~ r f a or ~r i ~ ~ ~ t , a t . i nTi ?hse
direction of each line corresponds t o the direction of steepest descent on the
surface. The length of the line corresponds to the inclination of t.he surface. Dots
indicat,e "impossible" brightness combinations, triples which do not correspond to
any surface orientation. These typically are found only when there is shadowing or
mutual illumination.
space. One can employ several methods t o help ensure accurate segmentation of
the image.
First of all, objects cast shadows on one another. T h e result is t h a t some points
on the shadowed object have brightness readings different from what they would
have been if there was no shadowing. One must detect this condition lest it lead
to incorrect estimates of surface orientation. A crude way of detecting shadows is
to use thresholds on each of the three brightness m e a ~ u r e m e n t ~Note,
s.
by the way,
t h a t objects near the top of the pile, those of most interest t o us, will typically not
suffer from shadowing.
Secondly, mutual illumination, or interflection, occurs where objects of high
albedo face each other. Arnplification of illumination occurs as light is reflected back
and forth. Again, we find brightness combinations t h a t would not occur if the object
was onIy illuminated directly by the source. Mutual illumination should be detected
as well, in order to avoid incorrect estimates of surface orientation. Fortunately,
this problem tends t o occur near the edges of objects and the boundaries where
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Figure 9. The in1a.g~must2 he segment~c~d
before properties of an image region
cc~rrcspondingto a pnrt'iciii~robject c m bc computed. Photometric stereo is used
?a obtain a needle dingrain of !.he wilole image. A binarx image is developed from
this using several Iieurist,ics. IT'irst of all, picture cells a t which illegal brightness
combina.tions where found are marked as belonging to the background. This
removes points which were s h a t i o v ~ dor subject to mutual illumination. A number
of heuristics can be employed LO irnprovc the robustness of this procedure. In the
case of objects 1vit.h srnoothiy curvcd surf'accs, for example, one can reject points
where t,he surfa.ce iriclinat,ion is high and points where t'here is discontinuity in
surface orientation. T h e binary image shows the remaining regions, which are now
labeled and analyzed further.
objects obscure one another.
To obtain robust segmentation we mark image points based on four notions:
I . Low grey levels in a t least one image suggest shadowing of one object by
another.
2. Combinations of grey levels not found in the look up table are usually due t o
the effects of mutual illumination.

3. Discontinuities in surface orientation most often occur where one object obscures
another.
4. High surface inclination occurs near the occluding boundaries where one object

obscures another.
T h e points so marked form "moats" around the images of the objects, isolating
them from each other. T h e remaining conncc',ed regions in the image can then be
analyzed further. This segmentation method is robust, but depends t o some extend
on the properties of smoothly curved objects. Sorriewhat different criteria would be
appropriate, for example, for objects with planar faces, like children's toy blocks.
The segmentation method we use is quite aggressive, in order to be robust. So,
for examplc, regions of the object where the surface normal is inclined more t h a n
45" with respect to t h e direction to the camera are aliocated t o t h e background. If
only what remains u7as used in further processing, t h e position and attitude of the
object would not be found accurately. For this reason, the region allocated t o an

objects is "grown" again, oncc segmentation has becn accomplished, to encompass
as much useful d a t a as possible.
In some cases an object which is highly inclined with respect to the viewer
may get broken up because of this approach. In our case this not a serious problem,
since objects which are highly inclined are difficult to pick up in any case. I t is
better to concentrate on the others.

12. The Needle Diagram
The normals are found a t points on the surface corresponding to the picture
cells into which the image is been divided. Conslder placing a short surface normal
a t each of these points on the object. If we take a picture of the result we obtain
lines in the image corresponding to the projections of the normals. These lines
appear short in areas where the normals point morc or less towards the viewer.
They appear longer where the surface is tilted. The direction of these lines gives
us the direction in which the surface is tilted: T h e lines point in the direction of
steepest descent. The resulting figure is called a needle diagram. I t is one way of
representing the information obtained using photometric stereo.
The needle diagram describes the shape of the surface. How can it be used
in recognizing an object and determining its attitude in space? Curiously, we
can discard the information on where a surface normal occurs, retaining only its
direction. Essentially, we build a histogram of surface patch orientations. This is
a quantized version of the so-called extended Gaussian image (EGT), w h i c h will he
introduced next. In effect, one decouples the problem of determining the a t t i t u d e
of the object from t h a t of determining its position.

13. The Gaussian Image
First, consider a particular mapping from points on a ~ m o o t ~ h curved,
ly
convex
object onto a unit sphere. In the so called Gaussian image, a point on the object
is associated with t h a t point on the sphere which has the same surface orientation.
We have already seen this mapping earlier, when we used latitude and longitude
on a sphere t o specify the direction of a normal t o a surface patch. If the object
llas positive curvature everywhere, like a football for example, then there is only
one point which has a given surface orientation. In this case, the mapping from
the object t o the sphere is invertible, t h a t is, we can find a u n i q u e point on the
object corresponding t o a particular point on the Gaussian sphere. T h e Gaussian
image can be used t o transfer information given on the surface of an object onto
the surface of a sphere.
The earth, for example, is not perfectly spherical, having a shorter "diameter"
measured between the poles t h a n between opposite points on the equator. T h e
surface of the earth can be mapped onto the surface of a perfect sphere using the
Gaussian image. Cartographers may then project the surface of this ideal sphere
in one of several ways onto a plane to provide us with maps t h a t can be printed on
flat sheets of paper.
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Figure 10. The shape of' a siiri'acc can be represcr~ted by a needle diagram.
It gives the orientation of surfa::t.: patcjics on a regu!ar rastcr. T h e result can be
illustratccl by irnagirling the surface covered with needles stickir:~;out perpendicularly
tn t h e -~ .i i-r .f .' v-r-i .r
nrninrtinn
ir!?he i ~ ~w - i nY.l*q0-- n~ - <;f
; ry:ri'cc2
r,c~rr,~
iz !;!;lzC+ The
r~ ;
longer the h e , the more steeply t'he surface is inclined. Also, the direction of the
line indicates t h e direction of stecpest descer~t.Shown is the needle d i a g r a ~ nof a
toroidal object.
-J---'---
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14. Gaussian Curvature
So far we have considered the image of a particular point on the surface. If we
consider the images of all points in a patch, we will get a corresponding patch on the
surface of the Gaussian sphere. The surface normals of the points in t h e patch will
point in wideIy differing directions if the surface is highly curved. Correspondingly,
the patch on the sphere will be large. Conversely, if the surface is almost planar,
neighboring normals will point in almost the same direction and the patch on the
sphere will be small.
This suggests an intuitively satisfying definition of curvature. T h e Gaussian
curvature is defined as the ratio of t h e areas of the patch on the sphere to t h a t on
the object. T h e reader can easily verify t h a t the Gaussian curvature of a sphere is
everywhere the same, namely one over its radius squared. T h e Gaussian curvature
of a cyliridcr on the other hand is zero, since any patch on it maps into a portion
of a great circle on the sphere. This is because all points along a line parallel to the
axis of the cylinder have the same surface orientation.
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Figure 11. A patch on the object maps into a patch on the Gaussian sphere.
The patch on the sphere will be large when the correspondir~gpart of the surface
of the object 1s strongly curved. Conversely, it wdl be small it the surface is almost
flat. 'The ratio of the area of the patch on the sphere t o t h a t of the patch on the
object becomes the Gaussian curvature, as the patches are shrunk.

15. The Extended Gaussian Image
The Gaussian image can be used t o map an? information which is given on
the original surface onto the unit sphere. We now introduce a particular mapping
called the extended Gaussian Image (EGI). I t is convenient, to think of the EGI
in terms of a mass distribution on the surface of the Gaussian sphere. Imagine
first t h a t the surface of the original object is covered with a material which has
unit density (mass per unit area). T h e material from a patch on the object is then
spread onto the corrcsponding patch on the sphere. Thc density on the sphere will
be low in areas which correspond t o parts of t h e object which have high curvature.
Conversely, the density will be high in areas which correspond to parts which are
nearly planar.
In fact, the density is just equal to the inverse of the Gaussian curvature. The
EGI, in the case of a convex object, is the Gaussian image of the inverse of the
Gaussian curvature. T h e reason
choose to define it this way, is t h a t it allows
us t o estimate a discrete approximation of the EGI just by counting how many
surface normals point into cells on the Gaussian sphere, as will be shown.
The shape of a surface can be given by means of parametric formulae. The
Gaussian curvature can be computed in terms of the first and second partial
derivatives of these formulae. We completely side-step t h e need t o cstirnate these
derivatives by using the inverse of Gaussian curvature and the definition of curvature
in terms of areas of corresponding patches. This is important, because it is unlikely
t h a t derivatives of the somewhat unccrtain surface orientation information would
be very reliable.

Figure 12. 'I'he extended Gaussian image of a polyhedral object is a distribution
of point masses on the sphere. The position of the points is determined by the
orientation of the faces of the polyhedron, while the masses are equal to the
corresponding areas. For clarity only points lying on the visible hemisphere of the
Gaussian sphere are shown.
Polyhedral objects have planar faces of zero Gaussian curvature. W h a t then is
thn EG! O! rzch zr: cbjnct? Ysing x r idcz cf ;;pr:ar?i;.,,xazs f;~;;, 2 g i x c si;if;~cc
patch onto the corresponding pat,ch on the Gaussian sphere, we see t h a t the EGI
of a polyhedral object is just a collection of point masses. Corresponding to each
face, there is a mass equal to the area of the face a t the point. where a line parallel
t o the normal of t h a t face intersects the sphere.

16. The Orientation Histogram
We can estimate the EGI numerically from the experimental d a t a contained in
a needle diagram. First of all, we divide u p the surface of the object into patches
corresponding t o picture cells. We know t h e surface orientation of each of these
patches and so can place a mass a t the appropriate place on the sphere. The mass
is equal to the surface area of the patch. We just have tro remember that, because of
foreshortening, the areas of these patches on the surface are not all equal. T h a t is,
patches which are inclined a lot with respect t o the direction towards the imaging
system are larger than those which are perpendicular to t h a t direction.
To tally up the result, we divide the surface of the Gaussian sphere into cells.
This is called a tessclation of the sphere. One can associate a mass with each
cell of the tessclation, equal t,o the total area of the surface patches which have
orientations falling within the range of orientations belonging to the cell. We call
the result an orientation histogram, b ~ c a u s eit tells us how much of the surface
is oriented in various directions. In the limit, as we make the sizes of the cells

Figure 13. T!le extendtd Gaussian irr?ap: (1331) of an object. can he estimated
using the known c.)rient,;ttion of suri'azc pa'iches c.orresporlding to pict,ure cclls.
A point mass is placed on t h e Gaussiar. ~phc;.e cor;.epontiing to every surface
patch. The position on the sp1iei.e is deter1nir:t.d hy t h e oiie;ltat.ion, whilc the mass
equals the act,ual area of t h e s u r f x e pat,&. !n ardei- to represent this information
convenient,ly in the computm, the spliere is djvided up int,o cells, and the total
mass dctcrmined for each celi. T h c :iiscrctc apprcximaticn of the EGI is called the
orienm~ionhistjogram.
smaller a n d smaller, a t the sarne time also dividing the image more and more finely,
the orie~lt~lition
histogram becomes the extended Gaussian image. It, should now be
clear why we chose t o define the EGI the way we did.

The orientation histogram can be represented graphically in a number of ways.
One can show a sphere with a normal vector for each cell of length proportional
to the mass in t h a t cell. This is called a spike model. Another way, if a grey level
display is available, is t,o show a sphere with brightness in each cell proportional
t o the mass in t h a t cell. The sphere can bc projected onto the display surface in
a number of ways, as, for example, orthographically. A slightly better display is
obtained ~f the sphere is projected stereographically, since the angles between cell
edges art. preserved in this projection and it is possible to show more than one
hemisphere at once.

17'. Properties of the Extended Gaussian Image
At this point we may take note of somc of the properties of the EGI. First of
all, t h e rn:iss of ihc tvhole ECI just equals t h c surface arca of the whole object.
'-I' .
I his fo1lo:;~s directly from the ciefiriition of the EGI.

Figure 14. An orientation histogram can be shown in the form of a tesselated
sphere with perpendicular spikes drawn on each cell of length proportional t o the
total mass in t h a t cell. T h e result is called a spike model.
Next, consider the apparent cross-sectional area of the object when viewed from
a particilla,r direct,ion. A s n n t d h ~ f n r a~ w
, l r f a r ~yat.rh wi!! l p p e a r f3reshert.ene.l
if viewed from a direction other t h a n one parallel t,o its normal. The apparent area
is the actual area times the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and
the direction towards the viewer, T h e cross-sectional area is just the sum of all
of these foreshortened patch areas. Now imagine looking a t the object from the
opposite direction. T h e silhouette of the object is mirror reversed, b u t the apparent
cross-sectional area should be the same. This must hold for all possible directions,
Suppose now t h a t we cut the Gaussian sphere into two using a plane a t right
angies t o the given viewing direction. All visible surface patches correspond t o
point>sin one hemisphere. These are the patches with surface normaIs which make
an angle of less than 90" with the direction towards the viewer. Let us call this the
visible hemisphere. Surface patches corresponding to points in the other hemisphere
are turned away from the viewer.
T h e first moment of a mass on t h e surface of the sphere, relative t o the dividing
plane, is just the product of t h a t mass and the perpendicular distance of the mass
from the plane. This distance, in turn, is equal t o the cosine of the angle between
t h e radius and the direction towards the viewer. It follows t h a t t h e first moment
of the mass distribution in the visible hemisphere is just equal in magnitude t o
the cross-sectional area of the object! Since the cross-sectional area is the same
when the object is viewed from t h e opposite direction, we conclude t h a t the first
rnoments of two complementary hemispheres are equal in magnitude.
They have opposite signs, however, since the masses are on opposite sides of

Figure 1.5. The cross-sectional area of ar, object c a n be o b t a i ~ e dby adding u p
the apparent areas of all visible surface patchcs. The apparcnt area is the product,
of the actual area and the cosi~icof' the a a g k betwecn t h c s c r h c e norma! and the
direct,ion towards the viewer. NDK, tlic morne~lt,j.hs.t a plane through the center
of the sphere can be found by s ~ m n ~ i trh~e gproduct of the masses on the surface
and their perpendicular distmce from t,he p l a n e . This distance equals the cosine
o!' t h p q ! nm_ c r- l ~t\~tv:een 5 !ir.e per;ic?.?icx!x t 2 ?he ~ ! z z e
zc:! 2 rz2iz: t:: t h c z z s s .
Thus the moment of the visible hemisphere is equal t o the apparent cross-sectional
area of the object! Since the object has the same apparent area when viewed from
the opposite direction, the moments of the opposite hemispheres must be equal in
xriagnitutle. The moment of the mass distribution on the whoic sphere then is zero.
If this is to be true for all choices of viewing direction, the center of mass of the
extended Gaussian image must be a t the origin.

the dividing plane. The first moment of the whole I E I is the sum of the first
moments of the two complementary hemispheres. This sum is 7ero. It follows from
the above, t h a t the center of mass of the EX1 is on the dividing plane. Since this
has t o be true for all dividing planes, we conclude t h a t the center of mass of the
EGI is a t the center of the sphere.
An even more powerful result was derived by Minkowski in 1897. He first
showed t h a t the areas and orientations of the faces of a closed polyhedron have t o
satisfy the condition given above. B u t then he went on to prove t h a t there is only
o?ze convex polyhedron which has faces with the given areas and orientations. In
our terminology, no two conves poiyhcdra have the same EGI. We showed this in
an indirect way, by noting t h a t the convex objcct minimizes the iiltegral of the
product of surface pxtch area with distance of t h e patch from the origin, subject
to t h e constraint t h a t the i d u n i e is iixcd. The o h j ~ c is
t uniquriy determined since
JL'hile Minkou~ski'sprmf is ~ o con~tructive,
t
it
there is only one global r n ~ n ~ r n u m

has been used recently, by James Little of the University of British Columbia, in
deriving an iterative reconstruction rnet>hod for the polyhedral case.
The result was extended later to convex, smoothly curved objects. It was shown
t h a t there is a unique convex object corresponding to an EGI with center of mass
a t t h e center of the sphere. I t may be thought t h a t this result restricts our method
to convex objects, since a given EGI is shared by many, an infinite number in fact,
of non-convex objects. This is not a problem, however, since it is very unlikely t h a t
two objects found in a typical application have the same EGI. There are, however,
other problems with non-convex object,s, which will be addressed later.

18. Tesselation of t h e Gaussian Sphere
How do we divide the Gaussian sphere into cells to be used in accumulating
the orientation histsogram?Ideally the cells should satisfy the following crit'eria:
1. They should all have the same area.

2. They should be well "rounded."

3. They should all have the same shape.
4. Each cell should m a p onto another cell for some set of rotations of the sphere.

I t is possible to satisfy these criteria if the sphere is t o be covered with o ~ l l ya few
cells. We can use the tesselations produced by projecting the regular solids onto the
sphere. 'l'hese glve us six cells for the cube and twelve cells for the dodecahedron,
for example (The tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron are less suitable, since
they do not lead t o rounded cells). The cells in each case have the same shape and
area. The projection of the dodecahedron even leads to well rounded cells. Also,
the cells m a p into one another for a finite number of rotations. In the case of the
dodecahedron and the icosahedron this group of rotations has 60 elements.
Before we go any further, let, us see how one might calculate which cell a
particular surface normal belongs to. I t turns o u t t h a t the edges between cells are
portions of great circles of equal distance from t h e centers of the cells. T h e centers
of t h e cells in turn are the vertices of the dual of the given polyhedron. Thus all
we need is a list of unit vectors pointing in the direction of the vertices of the dual.
We assign t h e unknown unit vector t o the cell for which the dot-produc,t is largest.
Unfortunately, even 20 cells is not good enough, particularly if we keep in
mind t h a t t h e visible hemisphere is covered by only 10 of these! I t helps then t o
look a t semi-regular solids. Semi-regular polyhedra differ from regular ones in t h a t
more than one type of regular polygon may be used to construct the surface. T h e
edges are still all the same length however. Combining pentagons and hexagons,
for example, we obtain the truncated icosahedron. It has 12 pentagonal cells and
20 hexagonal ones. This is the tesselation of the soccer ball. I t has the advantage
over the icosahedron t h a t its celIs are fairly rounded.
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Figure 16. One way t o tesselate the sphere 1s t o project a regular polyhedron
placed at the center of the sphere onto its surface. A regular dodecahedron leads
to a tesselation into twelve pentagonal cclls, whlle a rcgular icosahedron leads t o
twenty triangular cells. The resulting cells are curv~lincarpolygons whose sides are
p o r t ~ o n sof great clrcles of the sphere.

Figure 17. The tesselation used in the construct,ion of the soccer ball is obtained
by projecting a serniregular polyhedron, the truncated icosahedron: onto the sphere.
I? has 32 cells. Another useful tesselation is obt,aincd b y projecting the Penhakis
dodecahedron which is made by dividing each pentagon of the dodecahedron into
five equal triangles. I t has 60 equal ( b u t not regular) faces. If each of these triangular
faces is further divided into four smaller tr~angles,one obtains a frequency two
geodesic dome with 240 cells. This tesseiation was used for the figure of the spike
nod el of the orientation histogram.

19. Geodesic Domes
To get still finer tesselations, we may use geodesic domes. To construct such
a dome, one starts with a regular polyhedron and divides its faces into triangles

(unless, of course, they are already triarigu!ar). 111 this way, for example, we get
the Peritakis dodecahedron, with 60 faces, from the dodecahedron. Assigning unit
vectors to cells is particularly easy in this case. MTejust need to know which cell of
the dodecahedron had the second nearest center to the unknown in order to assign
it to one of the five triangular celis into which a particular. cell of the dodecahedron
has been divided. Little extra work is involved since we had to compute the required
dot-products already t o determine the cell with the nearest center.
In a still finer geodesic dome, assignment of an unknown to a cell can be done
efEcient,ly using stepwise refinement. This is possible because the cells a t successive
levels can be arranged in a hierarchy. Only three new dot-products are needed for
each level of refinement. If even this is considered too slow, a lookup t'abIe c a n
be constructed indexed by quantized values of two of the components of the unit
vect,or.
Triangular cells have corners wfilch are further away from the center t h a n
those of a more rounded cell of equal area. So tesselations w ~ t htriangular cells are
not as desirable as others. Thus we ought to accually use the duals of geodesic
domes which have many (irregular) hexagonal cells plus twelve pentagonal cells.
Unfortunately, it appears t h a t it is now more expensive to compute which cell an
unknown normal belongs to, since there is no ionger a nice hierarch~ca!arrangement.
Geodesic domes can be made with very large numbers of cells. How many cells
are enough? I t is clear t h a t if we have too few cells, angular resolution will be
low and the orientation histogram 3 poor appro::i~nat,ion to the EGI. Conversely,
*
w L t : ~ l L V ~ : liavt: LUU illally cells, u r ~ i ya lcew norrnais wiii iali in any given ceii. T n a t
means t h a t the total in a given cell is a very r:oisy est,imate of the average of the
inverse of the Gaussia.11 curvature. Mre have found t h a t 2 few hundred cells provide
a reasonab!e compromise. The answer depends, of course, on several details, such
as how many picture cells fall on the region corresponding to the object of interest.
We typically used 256 X 256 images with a couple of thousand picture cells on the
object of interest.

20. Prototypical Object Models
In order to recognize an unknown object and determine its attitude in space,
d a t a derived from its image is compared against t h a t obtained from a stored model.
The approach out,liried earlier works well for determining zn orientation histogram
of an object given as a prototype. T h e surface can be divlded up into patches and
the orientation of each one determmed. The patches do not necessarily all have
the same area. This is easily taken into account by weighting their contribution
to the orientation histogram according to their x e a . Note t h a t the prototypical
orimtation histogram is known over the w i ~ o l esphere, unlike the one obtained
from the ceedle diagram. in t h a t case we only have information for the visible
hemisphere.

A stored prototypical orientation histogram is to be compared with one obtained
from a needle diagram. The picture cells in the irriage all have the s a n e area. The
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areas of the corresponding patches on the surface of the object are riot all the same,
however, because of foresliortcning. We could correct for this, when constmcting
the orientation histogram from the needle d ~ a g r a m by
, dividing by the cosine of the
angle between the direction towards the viewer and the surface normal. Applying
the correction this way has the unfortunate effect of amplifying errors associated
with measurements of surface patches whose normal is nearly a t right angles t o
the direction towards the viewer. I t is better, therefore, to instead multiply the
prototypical orientation histogram by the cosine factor, when matching the two.
Also, note t h a t we can only calculate the actual area if we know the properties
of the camera and the distance t o the object. Photometric stereo does not provide
us with the latter information. We may not be able to tell the absolute size of the
object in this case. T h e EGI can be normalized by dlvidifig by its integral over
the sphere. T h e result can be used in matching. Naturally, we lose the ability to
distinguish objects with the same shape b u t differing sizes if we do this.

A further complication in the case of an orientation histogram derived from
images is t h a t we only get information on the visible hemisphere. Surfaces whose
surface normal is turned more than 90" from the direction towards the viewer
cannot be seen. In fact, because of limitations of the photometric stereo method, we
typically have information about the surface over an even smaller area, perhaps u p
to 60" from the direction towards the viewer. Some obvious methods for matching
extended Gaussian images work only if the whole sphere is known.

21. Moment Calculations (*)
J t is n o t difficult, for example, to calculate the inertia matrix of a mass
distribution on the sphere. David Smith a t MIT developed a method based on
this matrix of second moments. This matrix is useful in t h a t it contains all the
information needed t o compute the inertia of the mass distribution about an
arbitrary axis through the center of mass. In particular, using straight-forward
calculus methods, one can locate three special axis corresponding to stationary
values of the inertia (maximum, minimum and saddle point). These directions,
called principal axes, are a t right angles t o each other (unless the mass distribution
happens t o be especially symmetrical).
The principal axes are fixed relative to the mass distribution. T h a t is, if
the mass distribution is rotated, so are t h e principal axes. T h e relative rotation
between two extended Gaussian images of the same object can be found simply by
calculating the rotation needed to align their principal axes. This provides us with
an explicit algorithm for directly computing the attitude of an object relative t o
its prototype. Nothing more involved than the determination of the eigcnvectors of
a 3 x 3 matrix is needed and that, in turn, just requires the solution of a cubic
polynomial.
We cannot use such an elegant method here, unfortunately, since the
experimentally obtained orientation histogram is known only over some part of the

Figtire 1 % . Tllc n:omctnt of i:iertia of a mass riistriLut,ion about an axis passing
through it.. center. of m:lss dcljends or! t.?ir o r i m i a i ion of t h e ;:xis. The moment of
incrtia i s ~r);!:.:iina!for cine oricntation, rnillil~laiFor a r i o t h c r , a n d i1a.s a saddle point,
for a third. Thosci t,l,;,re special oritmt.at,ioris for the axis arc called principal axes
and i ~ ea t right ar;glc;s to one another. There direction can be conveniently shown
as dois on thc unit sphere. O n e mass distribution on the sphere could be lined u p
with another, just by lining l;p the principal axes. This represent a straightforward
technique for determining the attitude of an object if the u!hole EGI is known.

-sphere, 121~0,the match must take into account the foreshortening effect. We do
~ i o however
t
have to throw out methods based on moment calculations altogether.
- -

-

- - - ----- -- -

h'e can, for example, make use of the center of mass of the visible hemisphere.
We saw t h a t t,he center of mass of the c o m p l e t e EGI is always a t the origin. I t
is therefore of no use in matching. The center of mass of the visible hemisphere,
howevcr, ~ , v i i be
l at a position which depends on the attitude of the object. We have
shown t h a t the first moment of t h e mass distribution on the visible hemisphere is
cqual to the apparent cross-sectional area of the object. Now the mass in the visible
hemisphere is equal t o the uctual area of the port'ion of the surface which is visible.
Consider aqain the plane cutting the sphere into visible and invisible hemispheres.
The perpendicular distance of the center of mass from this plane is just equal t o
the ratio of the a p p a r e n t t o the actual surface area. This will typically vary with
the at,titudc of the object. If we view a football end on, for example, we see half of
its surface, hut the apparent area is relstively small. Conversely, when we view it
from the side, we also sec half of its surface, but now khe apparent area is relatively
large. T h e ratio is determined easily from t,he orientation histogram, or, for t h a t
matter, directly from the necdie diagram.
Whilr ttre center of mass of the visible hemisphere docs not uniquely define the
at,titude of thc object, it can be used t o save cornput,at,ion. To speed the matching
process one can precompute the cxpected cer~terof mass given t h e prototypical
oricntation histogram and a s2t of viewing direct~onfor which the match is t o be
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Figure 19. In the case of an object which is not ccnvex, like a torus, the Gaussian
curvature will be negativc for some points on the surface, and more than one point
may have a particular orientation. In this particular case, two points on the surface
contribute to a smgle point on t h e Gaussian sphere. Furthermore, some parts of
tile surrace may b e obscured even if t h e surface normai there makes an angle of less
t h a n 90" with the viewing direction. The definit~onof the EGI hes to be modified
LO take these effects into account.

attempted. Any viewing direction for which the center of mass is not a t least in
approximately the right position need not be scrutinized further. The discrete set
of directions t o the viewer for which this calcu1ation is performed may be chosen
to be the directions to the cells of the Gaussian sphere for convenience. It may also
be advantageous to eliminate potential matches for which the second moments d o
not agree, although we did not do so.

22. Objects that are not Convex
There are three problems with objects t h a t are not convex
1. The Gaussian curvature is negative for some points on the surface.
2. More t h a n one point on the surafce may m a p onto the same point on the
Gaussian sphere.

3. One part of the object may obscure another.

*"

The precise definition of Gaussian curvature takes into account the direction in
whicll the boundary of corresponding patches on the object, and the Gaclssian sphere
27
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are traversed. A t a convex (or concavc) point, the Gaussian curvature is positive, and
the boundaries are traversed in the same direction. If they are traversed in opposite
directions, as happens a t a saddie point, the Gaussian curvature is considered t o
be negative. Analysis of our simple local process for computing the orientation
histogram suggests t h a t we extend our definition t o be the inverse of t h e absolute
v a l u e of the Gaussian curvature, since no account is taken of this.
Also, consideration of the local process for computing the orientation histogram
suggests how one can deal with the fact t h a t more than one point on t h e surface
will contribute to a given point on the sphere. We simply add u p the inverses of the
absolute values of the Gaussian curvature at the corresponding points on t h e object.
This idea can be further developed to deal with cases where a11 points along a curve
or even in a region have the same orientation. We obtain impulse functions on the
Gaussian sphere in these cases. We have already seen this in extended Gaussian
images of polyhedral objects.
The mapping from the object to the Gaussian sphere is not invertible, unless
the object is convex. The only consequence of concern t o us here is t h a t there are
an infinite number of non-convex objects corresponding to a particular EGI. We
do not, however, expect to encounter two different objects with the same EGI in a
typical application.
Obscuration is a more difficult issue. In many cases it will be a small effect except
for certain directions of viewing, where parts of the object appear t o be lined up.
One solution is t o take obscuratlon into account by building a view-point dependent
L U I , addirig i r ~
unij iiie contributions from surface patches t h a t are actuaiiy visibie.
The discrete set of directions to the viewer for which this calcuIation is performed
may be once again chosen t o be the directions t o the cells of the Gaussian sphere for
convenience. There is a considerable increase in storage required, b u t t h e matching
is now no longer disturbed by the effects of obscuration.
n

n

T

I t is interesting t o determine the EGI of some non-convex object. We can do
this for a torus, a good model of the object we used in one of our experiments.
The torus is a solid of revolution obtained by rotating a circle about a n axis which
does not pass through the circle. Consider a plane containing the axis of t h e torus.
I t intersects t h e torus in two circles. I t should be clear t h a t points on either one
of these circles correspond to points on a particular great circle on the Gaussian
sphere. This great circle is obtained by cutting the sphere with a plane parallel
to t h a t used t o cut the torus. Consider the diameters of these circles which lie
parallel to t h e axis of the torus. T h e relationship between one of t h e circles on the
torus and the circle on the Gaussian sphere is very simple, one is just a diiation of
the other, a n d points a t equal arigles to the relevant diameters correspond t o each
other. Note, however, that t o each point on the Gaussian sphere correspond two
points on the torus, one on each of two circles.
Now add a second plane containing the axis of t h e torus, but, rotated slightly
relative to the first. Two narrow slices of the torus lie between these planes. Repeat
the construction for t h e Gaussian sphere. Two pieces shaped like slices of ar? orange
arc c u t out. These so-called lunes of the sphere are delimited by meridians (lines

Figure 20. A plxne passing through thc 2xjs of a torus cuts its surface in two
circles. A parallcl plane p~caj::g t i ~ r o u g ht h e axis of the Gaussian sphere cuts it in a
great circle. Poi:it,s or: the t w c circles of the torus map onto t h ~ sgreat circle. Thus
t.wo points on the surface of t h e torus correspond to every point on the Gaussian
sphere.

of longitude). Points on one of the slices of the torus m a p into points on one of the
lunes of th:, Gaussian sphere.
Each of the slices of the torus is narrower where it comes closer t o the axis
of the torus than where it is further away. T h e width varies linearly with distance
form the axis. This makes it difficult to project one slice onto the Gaussian sphere.
I t is much easier to consider the two slices together. To obtain the mass density
projected onto the Gaussian sphere we have t o add up contributions from both
slices of the torus. Assume now t h a t the slices are very narrow. If one adjoins the
two slices one obtains a ring of constant width. The mass from this uniform ring is
now projected onto the two lunes on the Gaussian sphere.
Co~lsidcre:icirclmg the sphere with evenly spaced parallels (lines of latitude).
These lines cut the luncs into quadrilaterals. The quadrilaterals are widest near
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Figure 21. If tm70 planes are used, two slircs are cut from the torus. Planes
parallel to these cut two Iunes from the sphere. The ~ I V Oslices are not of constant
wldtll, but can be abutted to form a ring of constant w ~ d t h ,provided t h a t the
sl~cesare very narrow.

Figure 22. The ring constructed form the torus has to be mapped onto the
lunes of the sphcre. M'e can divide the ring into equal strips along its circumference.
Each of these strips corresponds to a cell, namely L prece of one of the luries lying
between two curves of constant latitude. T h e mass In each of these cells is equal
to the area of one of the strips of the ring. Therefore the mass in each of the cells
is the same. Tese masses arc shown here concentrated a t the centers of' the cells.
Clearly the mass density varies inversely with the cosine of latitude, since the area
of the cells is proportional to the cosine of the latitude.

the equator and become progressively narrowcr as one approaches one or t h e other
of' t,he poles. Thcy correspond to square areas of fixed size on the ring we just
constructed. Thus t~hemass projected into each of the quadrilaterals is t h e same.
But the area of the quadrilaterals varies as the cosine of latitude. T h e mass density
on the Gaussian sphere thus varies inversely with the cosine of latitude.
The area of one of the slices of the torus equals the area of t h e whole torus
. EGI then ends
times the angle between the two cutting planes divided by 2 ~ The
up being equal to the area of the torus divided by 27r times the cosine OF latitude.
The EGI has singularities a t the poles, where the density increases without bound.
The poles correspond t o the two circles on which the torus would rests if it were
dropped on a planar surface. l'he singularity a t a pole arises because all of the
points on the corresponding circle flaw the same surface orimtation.
n'ote t h a t all torii with the sarne surface area h a w the sarne EGI. To find the
area of a torus, consider it to be generated by rotating a circle about an axis. The
surface area then is equal to 4 times 7i squared times the product of the radius of
the circle and the distance of the center of the circle from the axis of revolution.
Thus 311 torii for which this product is thc same, have the same surface area and
thus the same ECI. Some will be large and skinny, while others will be small and
fat.
Whilc there are many non-convex objects which have the same EGI as the
torus, there is only one c o n v e x object which has this property. I t can be shown t h a t
this object is a solid of revolution obtairicd by spinning the curve of least energy
about an axis t,hrough its endpoints. 'l'he curve of' least energy is the curve which
minimizes t,he integral of the square of the curvature along the curve.

23. Attitude in Space
The attitude in space of an object is its rotation relative t o some reference. To
determine the attitude of an object, its EGI is matched with the prototypical EGI.
I t is easier to first explain how this can be done in t h e case of solids of revolution.

A solid of revolution is symmetrical about its axis. T h e attitude of a solid of
revolution is fully specified by the direction of its axis. The direction of the axis
in t u r n can be specified by the point were a line parallel t o the axis intersects the
surface of the Gaussian sphere. Alternatively, it can also be given in t e r m s of the
angle it makes with the image plane ( e l e ~ a t i o n and
)
t h e angle between its projection
in the image and some reference axis (azimuth).
T h e image of a solid of revolution is symmetrical about the projeckion of its
axis. We could therefore simply find the axis of least inertia of the image region
corresponding t o the projection of the object. T h a t svoufd pin down one degree of
freedom with very little work. This would however mean resorting t o binary image
processing methods discussed earlier. Their accuracy depends on how well we can
f i ~ dIhe silhouette of the object. I t is better to work with the surface orientation
information.
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Figure 23. There is only one conties object which has the same EGI as a torus.
It is a solid of revolution obtained by spinning t h r ieast energy curve about an axis
through its endpoints. The least energy curve 1s t h e shape adopted by a uniform
~ t r j n9~ ~PFTTJ w
h bent
~
~
EQ 3 5 ?3 r--- fh~nllgh
-,-sint: 1:;itI: dirzcticc :!. right
angles to the line connecting the two points. Such a curve can be used to obtain
smooth iriterpolation between given points and its shape can be given in terms of
elliptic integrals.
?\3cc

We can sample the space of possible directions for the axis, trying to match the
EGI for each one. I t is desirable to sample the space of possible directions evenly.
The reason is that one ought to search the space efficiently and avoid sampling
one area more finely than another. This Ieads us to the problem of placing a given
number of points "uniformly" on the surface of a hemisphere. We are looking for
placements which maximize the minimum distance between points.
This is a problem which has received some attention. It is known, for example,
t h a t the best placements for four, six, and twenty points are ~ b t ~ a i n eby
d projecting
the regular tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron onto the sphere (The other
two regular solids, the cube and dodecahedron, do not lead to optimal placements).
It turns out also, that for 32 points, the combination of the dodecahedron and its
dual works well. There is no general rule for the optimum. Fortunately, however,
the centers of the triangles of geodesic domes appear to provide near optimal
placements.
We need not perform a detailed match for each of the chosen directions for the
axis of the object. Only directions for which the center of mass matches reasonably
well need to be further explored. This means that very few full matches of EGIS
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Figure 21. To evenly sample the space of' possible attitudes in which a solid
of revolution can appear, wc need to place point,s on a sphere, so t h a t they evenly
sample the surface of the sphere. Ideally, each point should have the szme distance
to its closest neighbor. This can be tione only if the number of points is small.
The optimal placement of 32 points, for example, can be found by combining a
dodecahedron and its dual, the icosatieclron. For a larger number of points, one
searches for a placement which maxirni::es the minimum separation between points
on the sphere. There is no genera1 method known for solving this problem, although
geodesic domes combined with their duals are reputed to be good.
-

-

actuaiiy have to be performed. ' l h e axls direct~onwhich gives the best match
is considered to be the correct direction of the axls of the solid of revolution.
The match is repeated for several difrerent prototypes if one is to distinguish
between several different objects. T h e unknown is considered to be the object whose
prototype it matches best.
Another approach, is to first determine the axis of least inertia of the mass
distribution on the visible hemisphere of the EGI. The projection of this axis into
the image plane gives us the axis of symmetry of' the image of t,he object. This pins
down one degree of freedom (azimuth) with very little computation. It only remains
for us t o find the inclination of the axis of the solid of revolution (elevation). Thus
the search space is reduced from two degrees of freedom to one. Significantly, the
axis of least inertia can actually be computed easiiy from the needle diagram before
projection of the normals onto the Gaussian sphere, since it is easy to add u p the
required products t o compute the first and second moments. This approach has the
advantage t h a t the tesselation of the sphere can be lined u p with the axis of least
inertia before projection of the surface normals onto the Gaussian sphere.

24. Matching Orientation Hist ograrns
Two orientation histograms with their cells aligned can be matched in several
ways. One can, for example, take the sum of the squares of the differences of the
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totals in corresponding cells as a measure of how different they are. T h e best match
of a given orientation histogram with a set of prototypical ones is the one for which
this sum is smallest. Alternatively, one can compute the sum of the products of the
totals in corresponding cells. In this case the best match is the one which produces
the largest correlation. An advantage of the first method is t h a t a poor match can
be rejected without completing the computation whenever the accumulated sum of
the squares of the differences becomes large. More complicated, but also more ad
hoc, comparison functions are easy t o dream up.
There are some problems with this approach. This is best illustrated using
a polyhedron as an example. Suppose t h a t one of the faces has a normal which
points in a direction which just happens to correspond to the edge between two
cells on the tesselation of the sphere. Then, a tiny change in attitude can move
the full contribution of this particular face from one cell to a neighboring cell.
Thus the EGI is changed rather dramatically and the match will be upset. The
problem is much reduced for smoothly curved surfaces, but cannot be ignored. One
approach to this problem entails storing a v e c t o r in each cell, which is t h e sum of
the weighted surface normals.
Another approach, is to perform the projection several times, for each attitude,
with sl~ghtlydifferent alignment of the cells. This would have to be done for both
t h c prototypical and the experimental data. The total amount of work would be
multiplied, in this case, by the number of' shifted tesselations t h a t are t o be used.
In practice there are always small errors in the determination of surface
orientation, due t o noise in the grey lwei measurements. i\oise In estimatmg surface
orientation tends to smooth the distribution on the sphere, since it displaces some
surface normals t o the cell next to the one they ought to have been assigned to. T h e
fineness of the tesselation obviously affects how the effects of noise will manifest
themselves. If we make the cells large, few surface normals will be placed into the
wrong cell. Each cell will have a large total which, statistically speaking, is likely to
be a more accurate estimate of the average of the inverse of the Gaussian curvature.
At the same time, large cells mean poor accuracy in the determination of attitude.
Conversely, if the cells are very small, many will have a zero total, or perhaps
just from one patch. Such noisy distributions are hard to match. T h e problem is
entirely analogous to t h a t of picking the "right" histogram bin size for estimating
two dimensional probability distributions from a finite number of random samples.
We do not know of an elegant solution to this problem. Inspired by the
smoothing effect of noise, however, we decided to deliberately smooth the orientation
histogram before matching. This is equivalent to matching a given cell on one
histogram with a weighted average of the corresponding cell and its neighbors on
the other. I t is also possible, when building the orientation histogram, t o distribute
the contribution of one surface patch t o several cells according to how close their
normals are t o t h a t of t,he given surface patch.
How many directions should one try for the axis of the object? On the one
hand, one need not try too many, since surface normals are not known perfectly
in any case. One cannot expect to find the direction of the axis with much more
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accuracy than t h a t with which t h e surface normals can be found. On the other
hand, one has t,o try a large enough number of directions to make sure t h a t the
cells on the sphere are brought close to their correct position. An axis direction
must he tried which is close enough t,o the correct one, so t h a t most of the cells
line up with each other. In a typical case, we found t h a t about a hundred represent
a suitable compromise. Remember though that, EGIS will have to be matched in
detail only for a few of these axis directions. The rest will be rejected on the basis
of a gross mismatch in the center of mass of the visible hemisphere.

In practice, we find t h a t the direction of the axis of an object. can be determined
with an accuracy of about 5" to 10". This .is good enough to permit a robot arm
to pick the object up. If better accuracy is required in attitude, a mechanical
alignment method may be used a j t e r the object has been lifted free of' the others.

25. Reprojection of t*heNeedle Diagram
If we wish to compare the experimerltal orientation histogram obtained from
the needle diagram, with the synthetic one obtained from the object model, we
can arrange for the cells of t h e two to line up. MThenthe experimental orientation
histogram is now rotated however, its cells will generally no longer line u p with
those of the synthetic orientation histogram. This means t h a t one has to rotate
the normals in one of them, before projecting them onto a tesselated sphere in
the standard attitude. Reprojection of the normais is perhaps most conveniently
performed wlth the synthetic data, smce ~t can be done once, ahead of time, and the
results stored. Fortunately, as mentioned before, we can greatly reduce the effort if
the chosen tesselation has the property t h a t the cells will line u p again, at least for
some special rotations. A tesselation with this property simplifies matching, since
some rotations of the orientation histogram merely permute the totals in the cells.
This is why we were interested in choosing tesselations which have this property.
T h e faces of the regular solids will line u p for the rotations belonging t o the
finite subgroup of the continuous group of rotations corresponding to t h a t solid.
These subgroups have size 12, 24, and 60 for the tetrahedron, ~ c t a ~ h e d r oand
n the
icosahedron respectively. Tesselations based on the icosahedron and its dual, as for
example, the soccer ball arid the Pentakis dodecahedron, have the same rotation
group. In the case of the soccer ball, we can easily list t h e rotations by considering
three classes of rotation axes.

1. First, we have a five-fold symmetry about any axis passing through the center
of one of the pentagonal cells. This gives us (12/2) X 4 = 24 rotations.
2. Secondly, we have a three-fold symmetry about any axis passing through t h e
center of one of t h e hexagonal cells. This gives us (20/2) X 2 = 20 rotations.
3. Finally we have a two-fold axis of symmetry about the center of any edge
between hexagonal celis. This gives us another (30/2) = 15 rotations.

If we add the identity t o the above, we end up with 60 altogether. Unfortunately,
there are no finite subgroups of the group of rotations with a larger number of
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Figure 25. The soccer ball can be used to il!ustrate the group of rotations of
the dodecahedron and the icosahedron. There are six fivefold axes of symmetry
passing through the centers of each of the pentagonal cells. There are ten three-fold
axes of symmetry passing through the cerit.crs oi' the hexagonal cells. Finally, there
are fifteen two-fold axes of symmetry passing through the centers of the edges.
Together with the ident,ity rokation one obtains sixty ways of rotating the soccer
ball in such a way as to bring pentagonal cells back into alignment with pentagonal
cells arid hexagonal cells back into alignment with hexagonal ceils. Unfortunately,
there is no finite subgroup of the group of rotations in three dimensions with a
larger number of elements.
z!cr;lciits t2zn this (If -;<e igfiare g i " u p a WII;L;I ~ ~ l i i c Ut kI I ; ~1 u i a ~ i u 1 1 aa h u a~ sirigie
axis). To deal with more than 60 rotations then, reprojection is required.

26. Corrections for Departure from Ideal Conditions (*)
Several of the implicit assumptions in the above analysis are violated in practice.

I t is assumed, for example, t h a t the brightness of a surface depends only on its
orientation, not on its position. This is the case when the light-sources are infinitely
far away. In practice, light sources are close enough to the surface on which the
objects are placed so t h a t the inversc square law comes into play. This can be taken
account of by a normalization of the brightness values read. One first takes images
of a uniform white surface using each of the three sources in turn. We found t h a t
a linear approximation t o the resulting brightness distribution is accurate enough.
All images are then corrected for the non-uniformity in illumination by means of a
linear function of the position in the image.
There is another problem which is harder to deal with. Since the light sources
are nearby, the direction of the incident rays is not the same for all points. This
means t h a t the computed surface normals will be off. 'rlie found the error due t o
this effect t o be smaller than t<hatdue t o non-uniform illumination and harder t o
correct for. So we ignored it.
No image sensing device is perfect. I;brtunately, charge coupled device (CCD)
cameras have very good geometric accuracy and are linear in their response t o
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brightness. The sensor cells do not, however, all have the same sensitivity to light.
Some, due to defects in the silicon, are "weaker" than others. O n e could take this
into account, by taking a picture of a point source on the optical axis of t h e camera
when the lens is removed. This would provide uniform illumination of t h e image
plane. T h e result could be used for correcting all future brightness measurements.
Instead, we normalize the three brightness measurements at, each picture
cell by dividing by their sum. This eliminates the effect of non-uniform sensor
response and also accounts for fluctuations in illumination. Furthermore, it makes
the system insensitive to differences in surface albedo from point t o point on
the object. Objects typically do not have perfectly uniform surface reflectance
properties. In our experiments, for example, the debugging effort entailed episodes
of rather rough handling of the parts by the manipulator. T h e normalization
method used to deal with non-uniform sensitivity of the image sensor automatically
also provides for fluctuations in surface reflectance. 'This approach does however
make it harder to detect shadowing and mutual illumination, which we saw were
helpful in segmentation of the image.
At times, because of severe noise, an imaging device defect, or a surface mark,
an isolated point in the image will not be assigned a surface orientation by the
photometric stereo method. We search for these isolated points a n d enter a normal
which is equal t o the average of the neighboring values. T h e main reason for doing
this, is t h a t such blemishes would count as holes in the computation of t h e Euler
number.
We also have developed a method which will deal with noise using a constraint
based on the assumption :hat surface orientation varies smoothly almost everywhere
(So far, we h a w only assumed that the surface is continuous almost everywhere).
This iterative method, based on the solution of a calculus of variat'ion problem, can
deal with severe noise, b u t is slow. Fortunately, we did n o t have t o use it.

27. Picking the Object to Pick Up
Once the image has been segmented into regions which appear t o be parts of
objects, a decision can be made about which one of these is t o be analyzed further.
T h e region chosen should correspond t o an object near the top of t h e pile. As little
as possible of this object should be obscured. This is so t h a t t h e manipulator can
easily pick it up, b u t also, so t h a t matching with the prototype will work well.
Furthermore, there may be reasons t o prefer objects with certain attitudes, either
because they are easier t o pick u p or because i t is known t h a t t h e system is more
accurate in determining their attitude. No absolute depth information is available
from photometric stereo, so t h a t it is not trivial to pick a suitable object.
Several heuristics can be used t o select a "good" object for t h e manipulator
to pick up. First of all, the region in the image should have a relatively large area
if the object is unobscured. Also, the ratio of perimeter squared t o a r e a can be
used to estimate the elongation of the region in the, image. A highly elongated
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region may be a cue t h a t the object lies in an attitude t h a t the manipulator will
have difiiculty with. Finally, the Izuler number may be relcva~it.In the case of an
unobscured toroidal object, the Euler number will be zcl-o, unless the axis of the
torus is highly inclined relative to the direction towards the viewer.
Another task for the system is to decide how to pick up the object, once its
attitude in spa.ce is known. The syst,em has to be told which points on the surface
of the object are suitable for grasping. Also, the gripper should be placed so t h a t
it will not interfere with neighboring objects. It is hclpful, in this regard, t o pick
a point which is relatively high on the object. Such a point can be found since the
object's shape and attitude are known. It would also be reasonable to avoid places
on the object which correspond to places in the image where neighboring regions
come close t o the region analyzed.
It may not always be possible to guarantee t h a t the object can be picked u p as
calculated, particularly if absolute depth information is not available. In this case,
tactile sensors help t o detect problems such as collisions with neighboring objects
and loss of grip on the part being picked up. I t is best then to remove the arm from
the field of view and start over. An obvious problem is t h a t the rate a t which parts
are picked up is not constant if this happens. Some mechanical buffering scheme
can be used t o solve this problem.
When there are no more objects t o pick u p the needle diagram will be uniform.
The image will then not be broken into separate regions and processing can stop.

28. Moving the Arm
Control of the mechanical manipulator is relatively straightforward compared
to the vision part. We have used photometric stereo and matching of orientation
histograms to determine the attitude of the object we wish to pick up. The position
of the region of interest can be estimated by finding it<scenter of area. This binary
image processing technique is t o be avoided, however, since the silhouette of this
region may be quite rough. It is better to obtain the position more acctlrately by
matching the needle diagram with one computed using the object prototype and
the now known attitude of the object.
T h e position in the image of the region corresponding to the object of interest
defines a ray from the camera. Since photometric stereo does not provide absolute
depth information, we cannot tell how far along this ray the object is. The arm is
therefore commanded to move along the ray, starting a t some safe height above the
surface on which the objects lie. A proximity sensor is used to detect when the arm
comes near an object. In our case, a modulated infrared light beam from one finger
of the gripper t o the other is interrupted by t h e object. A t this point the hand can
be re-oriented so t h a t its attitude matches t h a t of the object. T h e gripper is then
closed and the object lifted free.
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Figure 26. From a single camera position we cannot determine ths act)ual three
dimensional coordinat,es of an object. From where the object appears in the image,
howevcr, we can tell what ray in space must be followed to find it. The computer
corltrcilcd arm can then-be sent aiorlg this ray until it detects the object by means
of a psoximit,y sensor. l o avoid this reiativeiy siow search, another method, llke
binocular stereo, can be used to determine the absolute distance to the object.
-- --29. Calibration of the Hand-Eye Coordinate Transform

--

----

In order to command the arm t o trace along a particular ray from the camera, it
is necessary t o transform coordinates measured relative t o the camera t o coordinates
measured relative t o the arm. This transformation has six degrees of freedom and
can be represented by a translation and a rotation. I t is hard to determine it with
sufficient accuracy using direct measurements of the camera's position and attitude.
I t is much more convenient to have the arm move through a series of known
positions in front of the camera. T h e position of the image of the a r m in the camera
is then determined and used to solve for the parameters of the transformation.
To make for high accuracy, more than the minimum number of measurements are
used, and a lezst squares a d j u s t ~ n e n tcarried out.
It is very hard t o develop a program which can recognize and track the arm.
For this reason we actually have the arm hold a so-called surveyor's mark which is
easy to locate in the image. I t is essentially a 2 X 2 sub-block of a checker-board.
T h e intersection of the two lines separating dark from light areas can be located
with high precision.
In our experiments, the camera is mounted high above the arm in such a way
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Figure 27. The relationship between the coordinate system of the robot arm
and the camera eye is determined by a calibration process. An object which is
easy to locate in the image is carried by the arm to a series of positions while the
corresponding image coordiriates are measured.
that it effectively looks straight down (Actually, a mirror is used t o prolong the
optical path). The image plane is nearly parallel to the plane containing the two
horizontal axes of the arm's coordinate system. This means t h a t for this plane,
or one parallel t o it, one can approximate the perspective projection by an affine
transformation having six parameters. So, in order to simplify matters, we have
the arm move through a number of points in one plane t o determine one such affine
transform. This process is then repeated in a plane closer to the camera. Thus each
point in the image can be mapped into one point in each of the two planes. These
two points define a ray in arm space.

30. Objects of Arbitrary Shape
The methods described above made use of the fact t h a t the objects were solids
of revolution. We only had to recover the two degrees of freedom of the axis of the
object. In the general case, the EGI certainly can still be used, but attithde now
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has thrte degrees of frecdorri. One way Lo see this is to note t h a t an object cam be
rotated about an arbitrary axis by an arbitrary angle. I t takes two parameters to
specify the a x ~ sand one for the angle. \$'hat this means is t h a t matching becomes
more tedious. A larger number of potc~itialmatches h a ~ to
e be tried. Still, the same
filtering operations can be employed to eliminate most of them.

A simple exten:,ion of what we described above allows us t o deal with objects
t h a t are n o t solids of revolution. IVe once again use the axis of least inertia of the
niass distribution on the visible hemisphere to pin down one degree of freedom.
The remaining problem is to determine the direction from which the object is
viewed. T h e possible directions can be specified by points on a sphere. We generate
a discrete sampling of the surface of the sphere which is as near to being uniform
as possible. One can use the same tesselation of the sphere used for the orientation
histogram.
One way t o represent rotations of a rigid object is by means of unit quaternions.
These can be thought of as vectors having four components or a "hyper-complex''
numbers with a real part and three imaginary parts. Amongst all of the ways
comnlordy used t o deal with the rotation of a rigid body, this one has the advantage
t h a t it allows one to define a metric on the space of rotations. T h a t , in turn, permits
one to consider averages over all rotations, for example. Recently, Phillipe Brou a t
?"{IT, has develped methods for evenly sampling the space of rotations using specially
designed polytopes in four dimensional space. His approach allows one to a t t e m p t
matches for large sets of rotations without storing a large number of prototypical
T7-T
r,
b u l b . b s a c i i t ; a l l y , ulle u l i a i r l ~69 ai~iiuciesh 1 1 1
each scored E , ~ L Frecomputing
.
six EGIS allows one t o sample the space of rotations (nearly) umformly with 360
points.
v-II

The brute-force niatchirig of orientation histograms descrihed can become
expensive if the attitude is t o be determined with high precision. This is because
the space of rotations is three dimensional and so the number of attitudes we have
to t r y goes up with the cube of the precision. Hiil-climbing methods for searching
the space of rotations may appear attractive in view of this. One could imagine,
for example, first finding a rough estimate of the attitude, by considering the 60
rotations of the icosahedron. T h e attitude which produces the best match is then
used as a n initial value for an iteration which a t each step seeks t o improve the
match further b y making small adjustments. It is unfortunate t h a t such methods
do n o t seem to work. We found t h a t t h e match does not become good until one is
really close to t h e correct attitude.

31. Experimenhal Results
We chose plastic torii of about 120 m m outer diameter as the test objects.
Their geometry is simple t o model and they can be easily picked u p using a crude
parallel jaw gripper. We used torii as test objects because they have a shape t h a t
is easy t o model, while not being polyhedral or convex. The system looks a t a
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Figure 28. Three images of a pile of torus shaped objects. The images are taken
with three different light sources turned on. At first glance the images may look
very similar. This is because we interpret the shading in terms of object shapes,
Close inspection shows, however, t h a t the grey values a t corresponding points of
the three images arc typically very different. Phot,ometric stereo is used to obtain
a needle diagram from these images.
pile of these objects using a Hitachi (TM) charge coupled device (CCD) camera.
Three images are digitized with each of three banks of four 40 watt fluorescent
lights powered on in turn. The grey level images are digitized t o about 256 X 256
picture cells and read into a single user computer called a Lisp machine (TM).
vve used a frequency two geodesic dome based on the Pentalcis aodecahedron for
the orientation histogram. It has 240 cells. The attitude of one of the objects is
then determined by matching the experimental orientation histogram against a
prototypical orientation histogram. We make use of the axis of least inertia of the
orientation histogram to reduce the search space. A Unimation P u m a (TM) arm is
employed to pick up the object chosen.
v.

7

We found, by the way, t h a t inexpensive vidicon cameras suffer from significant
geometric distortion. An even more important problem with these devices is that
the digitized grey levels do not bear a reproducible relationship t o image brightness,
even with the automatic gain control (AGC) disabled. This is why we prefer CCD
cameras. It should also be said t h a t industrial robots today typically have very
good repeatability, but poor absolute accuracy. That is, they will go back to a
position taught in terms of joint angles with great precision, b u t can be several
millimeters off when asked to go to a position specified in Cartesian coordinates.
This is a significant problem when sensors are used to locate parts.
Our system takes about a minute t o read in the images, switch lights on and
off, perform the matching and send commands to the manipulator over a serial line.
There is no inherent reason why the cycle time could not be much shorter. We were
interested in demonstrating the feasibility of this approach, not in the maximum
speed possible with our particular arrangenent of system modules. Most of the
time the system successfuliy picks up one of the objects in the pile. Occasionally
it fails, usually because the fingers bump into another object before picking up the
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Figure 29. A picture sequence showing the arm picking up a few of the objects
from the pile using t h e image information to tell it where the objects arc and how
they lie in space.
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desired one. In this case it, just removes the arm from the field of view and starts
over. Better algorithms for picking a good grasping position would help to improve
the performance even further. These would make use of depth information which
is not available from photometric stereo.
We did just t h a t recently, using a robust, low resolution but high speed,
binocular stereo syst,em developed by Keith Nishihara. In order to use the depth
informat'ion wn hat1 to solve the spatial reasoning problems involved in determing
a suitable grasping position on the object; one which would hold the object stably
and not cause the gripper t o collide with the other objects.

32. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the feasibility of a machine vision system for picking
objects out of a pile of objccts. O u r system uses multiple images obtained with one
camera under charigirig lighting conditions. From h e s e images a needle diagram is
computed, wfiicti givcs estirnat,es of the orientation of surface patches of the objects.
This in turn is used to compute the orieritation histogram which is a discrete
approximation of the IZGI. T h e experiment a1 orientation histogram is matched
against an orientation histograms determined using comput,er models of the objects.
In this way the zttitude of t,he object in space is obtained. A marlipulator can then
be sent along a ray in space t o pick u p the object.
JVllile our system is not particularly fast, there is no reason why a faster one
could not be built, since all of the computations are simple, mostly involving table
lookup. Special purpose hardware could also be build t o speed u p the matching
process. I t would not have t o be very complicated since it performs a kind of
correlation process.
We believe t h a t w h a t we have described provides a robust approach t o the
recognition of objects and the determination of their attitude in space. I t will work
better t h a n an approach based on recognizing some special feature of the object
given t h a t only a few thousand picture cells are scanned per object region. In the
case of an approach based on recognition of special features a few thousand points
would be needed for that feature, so t h a t the number of picture points for the
whole object would be much larger.
T h e needle diagram can be computed from a depth m a p by taking first
differences. T h e method we described is therefore also applicable to other input,
such as depth maps obtained using laser range finders. We did n o t use one in our
experiments since they still appear t o be quite expensive and slow. We did: however,
experiment with depth maps obtained using automated stereo.
T h e above is representative of a new approach t o problems in machine vision.
I t is based on careful analyses of the physics of image formatlion and views machine
vision as an inversion problem.
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